Optimum DNA relaxation reaction conditions for calf thymus DNA-topoisomerase I are determined by specific enzyme features.
Reactivity and chemical properties of calf thymus topoisomerase I have been investigated with respect to enzyme ability to relax supercoiled DNA. The relaxation rate has been analyzed at optimum and relatively high salt concentration. Catalysis is processive at optimum salt concentration and distributive at a higher one; camptothecin decreases the initial rate of reaction in both salt conditions, but more so at the higher one. We conclude that: 1. calf thymus topoisomerase I requires, for its maximum reactivity, specific and characteristic reaction conditions; 2. salt concentration affects DNA processing, indeed influencing the initial rate of DNA relaxation and directly reflecting the salt-dependence for the enzyme-duplex DNA binding; 3. topoisomerase I, from various sources, maybe individually responds to alteration of assay parameters such as pH, Mg++ and NaCl concentrations, indicating that individual criteria could be responsible for the catalytic activity optimum.